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et  al., 2019). This audiovisual speech perception deficits (i.e., weaker McGurk 
effect) could be accounted for by the weak central coherence theory. The theory 
holds that children with ASD are less likely to combine components of a stimulus 
into a holistic whole, as shown by their weaker McGurk effect (i.e., less fused 
perception; Baum et al., 2015; Bebko et al., 2014; Happé & Frith, 2006).

Audiovisual speech perception (i.e., McGurk effect) is affected by native lan-
guage backgrounds and cultures (Chen & Massaro, 2004; Massaro et  al., 1995; 
Sekiyama & Tohkura, 1993). Previous studies found that native Japanese speak-
ers showed weaker McGurk effect than native English speakers did (Sekiyama & 
Tohkura, 1993). For example, Japanese contains less visually-identifiable conso-
nants than English (e.g., /f/, /v/, /θ/ and /ð/) and native Japanese speakers are less 
tended to directly look at interlocutors’ face in conversation than native English 
speakers. These make native Japanese speakers give less weights to visual infor-
mation but more weights to auditory information, which affects McGurk effect in 
native Japanese speakers. Similarly, Chinese also contains less visually identifiable 
consonants and native Chinese speakers are also less likely to fixate the interlocu-
tors’ face for politeness concerns. In this case, Chinese speakers are likely to show 
weaker audiovisual speech integration than English speakers, however, the conclu-
sions are mixed according to the few existing literature. Specifically, two studies 
found that Chinese speakers showed similar audiovisual speech perception as Eng-
lish speakers did (Chen and Massaro 2004; Magnotti et al., 2015), while another two 
studies found that Chinese speakers showed weaker audiovisual speech perception 
than English speakers did (Burnham & Lau, 1998; Sekiyama and Tohkura 1993). 
Moreover, limited study was conducted to explore the audiovisual speech percep-
tion in Chinese children. Therefore, the present study aimed to explore audiovisual 
speech perception (i.e., McGurk effect) in Chinese children with and without ASD.

Audiovisual speech perception involves temporal processing, which helps to 
detect whether the auditory cue and the visual cue within a stimulus are simulta-
neous or not, and further affects whether the auditory and visual stimuli are pro-
cessed as a whole or separately (Baum et  al., 2015; Stevenson et  al., 2015). Pre-
vious studies that examined temporal processing in individuals with ASD mainly 
adopted the preferential looking task, the simultaneity judgement (SJ) task, and the 
temporal order judgement (TOJ) task. In detail, the preferential looking task exam-
ines whether participants view the synchronized-audiovisual speech longer than 
the asynchronized-one. Employing audiovisual speech stimuli with various stimu-
lus onset asynchronies (SOAs), the SJ task requires participants to judge whether 
the auditory and visual components are simultaneous or not. In the TOJ task, par-
ticipants were required to judge which component—the auditory part or the visual 
part—comes first. Compared with the TD counterparts, children with ASD viewed 
the synchronized-audiovisual speech less in the preferential looking task (Bebko 
et al., 2006; Grossman et al., 2015), made more simultaneity judgements in the SJ 
task (Stevenson et al., 2014), and demonstrated diminished temporal order sensitivi-
ties in the TOJ task (de Boer-Schellekens et al., 2013). These findings suggested that 
children with ASD showed less acute temporal processing for speech stimuli than 
TD children did.
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Temporal processing has tight relation with audiovisual speech perception 
(Stevenson et  al., 2012; van Wassenhove et  al., 2007). For example, Stevenson 
et al. (2012) measured TD adults’ audiovisual speech perception with fused per-
ception for the McGurk stimuli, and measured their temporal processing with 
synchrony perception for flash-beeps with various SOAs. Participants’ temporal 
processing was deemed as much acuter when they were more accurate in identi-
fying asynchronous flash-beeps. As a result, audiovisual speech perception was 
found to be positively correlated with temporal processing when the visual led the 
audio in TD adults. That is, for TD adults, the more accurate the identification for 
asynchronous flash-beeps, the stronger the McGurk effect. It provides evidence 
for the association between audiovisual speech perception and temporal process-
ing. Similarly, it is proposed that temporal processing deficits associate with 
speech perception deficits in specific group like children with ASD (Baum et al., 
2015; Stevenson et al., 2018). To our best knowledge, only one study explored the 
relationship between audiovisual speech perception and temporal processing in 
children with ASD and TD children employing speech stimuli (Stevenson et al., 
2014). It found that stronger McGurk effect was accompanied by more accuracy 
in identifying asynchronous speech stimuli in children with ASD but not in TD 
children. That is, it confirmed the positive correlation between audiovisual speech 
perception and temporal processing in children with ASD but not in TD children. 
It needs to further investigate the correlation between the two in children with 
ASD and TD children. The investigation in this line could provide insights for 
the mechanisms underlying speech perception deficits in children with ASD. As 
speech perception lays foundations for language development, speech perception 
improvement could further enhance the language abilities in children as a whole, 
especially in children with ASD (Gervain & Mehler, 2010; Werker & Gervain, 
2013).

To this end, we explored the relationship between audiovisual speech percep-
tion and temporal processing in children with ASD and TD children. Employing 
identical stimuli could avoid the potential confounding factor—the stimuli type—
influencing temporal processing (van Wassenhove et  al., 2007). Therefore, in pre-
sent study, we adopted the same stimuli rather than different stimuli (e.g., Steven-
son et al., 2014) across two different tasks. Specifically, we measured participants’ 
audiovisual speech perception and temporal processing using identical stimuli: the 
McGurk stimuli with various SOAs between the auditory and visual components. 
We implemented two experiments: Experiment 1 explored the audiovisual speech 
perception (McGurk effect) in children with ASD and TD children, and Experiment 
2 explored the temporal processing (perceived synchrony) in children with ASD and 
TD children. First, we examined whether children with ASD would exhibit weaker 
audiovisual speech perception and less acute temporal processing compared with 
TD children. We hypothesized that children with ASD would show weaker audio-
visual speech perception and less acute temporal processing compared with TD chil-
dren. Second, we examined whether audiovisual speech perception would be cor-
related with temporal processing. Based on previous findings in TD individuals, we 
expected that the audiovisual speech perception would be correlated with the tempo-
ral processing in both children with ASD and TD children (Stevenson et al., 2012).
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stimuli with varied SOAs. The SOAs included 0 ms, ± 40 ms, ± 120 ms, ± 240 ms, ± 
360 ms, ± 480 ms, and ± 680 ms. The negative SOAs denoted the audio led the vis-
ual and the positive SOAs denoted the visual led the audio. Therefore, we obtained 
13 stimuli of different SOAs, including one synchronized-audiovisual stimulus, six 
audio-leading stimuli, and six visual-leading stimuli. The resolution of the videos 
was 1280 × 720 pixels with a frame rate of 25 frames/s. We obtained written consent 
from the female speaker to use these videos in the experiment as well as for final 
publications.

Procedures

Participants were seated approximately 60 cm from a 21.5-in. Dell screen (resolu-
tion: 1920 × 1080 pixels) in a quiet room. The stimuli were displayed in the center 
of the screen using Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and Psychtoolbox 
(Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997). Sounds were presented through 
two speakers located at the two sides of the screen.

In the experiment, participants completed the McGurk task reporting what the 
speaker said. They first received a practice session. Only those who showed the 
McGurk effect enrolled in the formal experiment. In the formal experiment, each 
of the 13 stimuli with different SOAs was presented eight times. The experiment 
included a total of 104 trials, presented in a random order. A typical trial began with 
a fixation at the center of the screen for 1000 ms, which was followed by a black 
screen for 800 ms. After that, the stimulus was presented. Finally, a response screen 
was shown to prompt participants to report what the speaker said. The procedure is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The experimenter recorded participants’ responses by pressing 

Table 1  Characteristics of children who participated in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, and children 
who participated in both experiments

a IQ was measured by the Chinese version of Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence-
Fourth Edition (WPPSI-IV)
b All ps > 0.05

N Male/female Mean age in years 
(SD)

Mean  IQa (SD)

Experiment 1 ASD 24 22/2 6.02 (0.67) 105.13 (10.37)
TD 26 24/2 5.79 (0.76) 109.77 (14.68)
ASD vs. TD (t 

value)b
– – 1.13 − 1.30

Experiment 2 ASD 31 28/3 5.86 (0.62) 108.23 (11.22)
TD 29 27/2 6.02 (0.72) 113.03 (13.50)
ASD vs. TD (t 

value)b
– – − 0.91 − 1.50

Experiments 1 and 2 ASD 20 18/2 6.05 (0.63) 106.60 (10.61)
TD 21 19/2 5.90 (0.69) 113.05 (13.84)
ASD vs. TD (t 

value)b
– – 0.74 − 1.67
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the corresponding buttons on the keyboard. That is, the experimenter pressed “b”, 
“d”, and “g” when children responded /ba/, /da/, and /ga/ respectively. The experi-
ment included 5 blocks and each block had 20–24 trials. To raise participants’ inter-
ests, we told them this experiment was a game, which included 5 mini-games. They 
won a mini-game by completing the task in it. Participants were given a reward 
and took a rest after each mini-game. To further ensure participants fixation on the 
screen, the experimenter reminded them to look at the screen before each trial. The 
whole experiment lasted about 30 min.

Data analysis

Participants made three kinds of responses: auditory response /ba/, visual response 
/ga/, and fused response /da/ (McGurk response) in both the practice session and 
the formal experiment. First, we coded the data in the practice session according to 
participants’ responses: participants with the McGurk effect as “1” and participants 
without the McGurk effect as “0”. We compared the occurrences of the McGurk 
effect in the ASD group and the TD group (the initial sample) using the chi-square 
test. Then, we analyzed the data in the formal experiment by computing partici-
pants’ percentage of trials with the McGurk effect (the fused response /da/) in each 
condition (i.e., each SOA as a condition); that is, dividing the number of trials in 
which participants showed the fused response into the total number of trials in each 
condition. We examined the group difference and the condition difference of the 
McGurk effect using a repeated measures ANOVA, simple effect analyses, and post 
hoc pairwise t tests.

Fig. 1  Procedure of a sample trial. Each trial began with a fixation at the center of the screen for 
1000 ms. Then, a black screen was shown for 800 ms. After that, the stimulus was presented. Finally, a 
response screen was displayed
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Results

In the initial sample, 24 children with ASD and 26 TD children showed the 
McGurk effect, and the remaining 52 children with ASD and 21 TD children did 
not show the McGurk effect (see Table  1). To compare the occurrences of the 
McGurk effect in the ASD group and the TD group in the initial sample, we per-
formed a chi-square test. Results of the chi-square test showed that the two groups 
were different in the occurrences of the McGurk effect, χ2 (1) = 6.78, p = 0.009. 
That is, the occurrences of the McGurk effect were lower in the ASD group than 
in the TD group. Participants without McGurk effect were excluded from the for-
mal experiment.

To examine the effects of group and condition on the percentage of trials with 
McGurk effect in the final dataset, we conducted a repeated measures ANOVA 
with Group as the between-subject factor and Condition (13 SOAs) as the 
within-subject factor. We observed a significant main effect of Condition, F(12, 
576) = 16.67, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.26, and a significant Group × Condition inter-
action, F(12, 576) = 3.02, p = 0.01, ηp

2 = 0.06, the main effect of Group did not 
reach significance, F(1, 48) = 0.62, p = 0.44, ηp

2 = 0.01. We further analyzed the 
group difference of the McGurk effect at each SOA using simple effect analy-
sis. Results revealed that, compared with the TD group, the ASD group showed 
stronger McGurk effect when SOA was − 480  ms, F(1, 48) = 4.33, p = 0.04, 
ηp

2 = 0.08, and marginally stronger McGurk effect when SOA was 680 ms, F(1, 
48) = 4.05, p = 0.050, ηp

2 = 0.078. The two groups showed similar McGurk effect 
at all other SOAs, all ps > 0.05 (Fig. 2).

We further conducted post hoc pairwise t tests (after FDR correction) to compare 
the condition difference of the percentages of trials with McGurk effect between 
the synchronized-audiovisual condition (SOA = 0  ms) and other conditions within 
each group. For the ASD group, compared with the synchronized-audiovisual condi-
tion (SOA = 0 ms), the McGurk effect became weaker when the audio led the visual 
120 ms or longer, t(23) ≥ 2.54, p ≤ 0.049, Cohen’s d ≥ 0.30, and when the visual led 
the audio 680 ms, t(23) = 2.42, p = 0.047, Cohen’s d = 0.29 (all ps were corrected by 
FDR; Fig. 2). For the TD group, compared with the synchronized-audiovisual con-
dition, the McGurk effect became weaker when the audio led the visual 360 ms or 
longer, t(25) ≥ 4.90, p ≤ 0.001, Cohen’s d ≥ 1.04, and when the visual led the audio 
480 ms or longer, t(25) ≥ 2.70, p ≤ 0.03, Cohen’s d ≥ 0.51 (SOA = 0 ms; all ps were 
corrected by FDR; Fig. 2).

To sum up, taking all current participants into account, the ASD group showed 
weaker McGurk effect than the TD group. After excluding participants without 
McGurk effect, two groups showed similar strength of McGurk effect at most SOAs, 
and the ASD group showed stronger McGurk effect than the TD group when the 
audio led the visual 480  ms and when the visual led the audio 680  ms. In addi-
tion, when the audio led the visual, the strength of the McGurk effect in both groups 
decreased when SOAs reached certain values (120 ms in the ASD group and 360 ms 
in the TD group); when the visual led the audio, the strength of the McGurk effect 
decreased when SOAs reached certain values (680 ms in the ASD group and 480 ms 
in the TD group).
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auditory stimulus and visual stimulus components were simultaneous or not). Ulti-
mately, 31 high-functioning children with ASD (age range: 4.79–7.23 years, 28 boys 
and 3 girls) and 29 TD children (age range: 4.76–6.98 years, 27 boys and 2 girls) 
participated in the experiment. The ASD groups and the TD group were matched on 
both age and IQ (also measured by WPPSI-IV; see Table 1 for detailed information). 
There were 20 children with ASD (age range: 4.90–7.23 years, 18 boys and 2 girls) 
and 21 TD children (age range: 4.76–6.92 years, 19 boys and 2 girls) who partici-
pated in both Experiments 1 and 2, and they were also matched on both IQ and age 
(also see Table 1 for detailed information). The experiment was also approved by 
the ethics committee at Peking University. Before the experiment, we also obtained 
all children’s oral assent and their parents’ written informed consents. Though there 
might be some practice effect for participants who also participated in Experiment 1, 
the practice effect should be very weak as Experiment 2 was carried out two weeks 
later. To examine whether the remaining practice effect was balanced between the 
two groups, we performed a chi-square test to compare the group difference in per-
centages of participants who also participated in Experiment 1. Results showed that 
the two groups were similar in the percentages of participants who participated in 
Experiment 1, χ2 (1) = 0.14, p = 0.70. Thus, the practice effect from Experiment 1 
was balanced between the two groups and would not influence the results.

Materials and procedures

The stimuli and apparatus in this experiment were identical to those in Experiment 
1. The procedures were also identical to those in Experiment 1 except for the task. 
Instead of completing the McGurk task, participants performed an audiovisual SJ 
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functions to the percentages of the perceived synchrony across all conditions of each 
participant using the glmfit function in MATLAB, with one fit to the audio-leading 
conditions and the other to the visual-leading conditions. Both included the syn-
chronized-audiovisual condition (SOA = 0 ms). The intersection of the two curves 
divided all data points into two parts. Then, we used the data points on the left of the 
intersection to refit the left sigmoid, and the data points on the right of the intersec-
tion to refit the right sigmoid. Using this method, we fit the data iteratively until the 
fittings converged (Powers et al., 2009; Stevenson & Wallace, 2013). The intersec-
tion of the final two curves was referred to as the participant’s point of subjective 
simultaneity (PSS). After that, we found one point on each of the two curves, for 
which the y value equaled 75% of the PSS. The width between the two points was 
defined as the TBW of the participant. In addition, to compare the temporal process-
ing difference in the two groups in detail, we also tested the group difference and 
the condition difference of the percentage of perceived synchrony (i.e., percentage 
of trials perceived to be synchronous) by employing a repeated measures ANOVA, 
simple effect analyses, and post hoc pairwise t tests.

Finally, similar to the analysis in Stevenson et al. (2012), we examined the asso-
ciation between the audiovisual speech perception (i.e., the McGurk effect) and the 
temporal processing (i.e., the perceived synchrony) when the audio led the visual 
and when the visual led the audio separately.

Results

Wider temporal binding window in the ASD group than the TD group

We compared the width of the TBW between the two groups. We first calculated 
the width of the TBW in the ASD group (M = 616  ms, SD = 257) and TD group 
(M = 491 ms, SD = 142). Then, we examined the group difference of the width of the 
TBW using independent samples t-tests. Results showed that the TBW of the ASD 
group was wider than that of the TD group, t(58) = 2.30, p = 0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.59 
(Fig. 3). That is, the ASD group was less sensitive to the asynchrony between the 
auditory stimulus component and visual stimulus counterpart.

Weaker sensitivity for audiovisual asynchrony in the ASD group than the TD group 
when the visual led the audio

To examine the group and condition difference of the percentages of perceived syn-
chrony (i.e., percentages of trials perceived to be synchronous) in detail, we con-
ducted a repeated measures ANOVA with Group as the between-subject factor and 
Condition (13 SOAs) as the within-subject factor. Results showed a significant main 
effect of Condition, F(12, 696) = 100.12, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.63, and a significant 
Group × Condition interaction, F(12, 696) = 4.23, p = 0.002, ηp

2 = 0.07, whereas the 
main effect of Group did not reach significance, F(1, 58) = 0.32, p = 0.57, ηp

2 = 0.01 
(Fig. 4). We further performed simple effect analyses to examine the group differ-
ence of the percentages of perceived synchrony (i.e., percentages of trials perceived 
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Fig. 3  The window sizes in the 
ASD group and the TD group 
when participants performed the 
simultaneity judgement task. 
Error bars represent SEMs. 
*p < 0.05

Fig. 4  Percentage of trials perceived to be synchronous in the 13 conditions for the ASD group and the 
TD group. The vertical axis denotes the mean percentage of trials perceived to be synchronous (per-
ceived synchrony) at each SOA across participants in each group. The horizontal axis (SOA) denotes 
the asynchrony between audio stimulus and visual stimulus components; SOAs were negative when the 
audio led the visual, and were positive when the visual led the audio. The baselines are the percentage of 
trials perceived to be synchronous in the ASD and TD group in the synchronized-audiovisual condition 
(SOA = 0 ms). The red dashed lines are the percentages of trials perceived to be synchronous when SOAs 
were − 240 ms, 360 ms, 480 ms, and 680 ms in the ASD group. The green dashed lines are the percent-
ages of trials perceived to be synchronous when SOAs were − 240  ms, 240  ms, 360  ms, 480  ms, and 
680 ms in the TD group. Error bars represent SEMs. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
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to be synchronous) at each SOA. Results indicated that the ASD group judged the 
stimuli as simultaneous more frequently than the TD group did, when the visual led 
the audio 360  ms, F(1, 58) = 12.11, p = 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.17, when the visual led the 
audio 480 ms, F(1, 58) = 6.43, p = 0.01, ηp

2 = 0.10, and when the visual led the audio 
680 ms, F(1, 58) = 7.37, p = 0.009, ηp

2 = 0.11 (Fig. 4). The two groups’ percentages 
of perceived synchrony were similar at all other SOAs, all ps > 0.05.

Furthermore, we conducted post hoc pairwise t tests (after FDR correction) to 
examine the difference of the percentages of perceived synchrony (i.e., percentages 
of trials perceived to be synchronous) between the synchronized-audiovisual con-
dition (SOA = 0 ms) and other conditions within each group. For the ASD group, 
compared with the synchronized-audiovisual condition (SOA = 0 ms), the perceived 
synchrony in the ASD group attenuated when the audio led the visual by 240 ms or 
longer, t(30) ≥ 3.89, p = 0.001, Cohen’s d ≥ 0.86, and when the visual led the audio 
by 360 ms or longer, t(30) ≥ 3.61, p = 0.002, Cohen’s d ≥ 0.58 (all ps were corrected 
by FDR; Fig.  4). Whereas for the TD group, compared with the synchronized-
audiovisual condition (SOA = 0 ms), the perceived synchrony decreased when the 
audio led the visual 240 ms or longer, t(28) ≥ 2.90, p = 0.01, Cohen’s d ≥ 0.73, and 
when the visual led the audio by 240 ms or longer, t(28) ≥ 3.02, p = 0.008, Cohen’s 
d ≥ 0.76 (all ps were corrected by FDR; Fig. 4).

In sum, compared with the TD group, the ASD group showed weaker tempo-
ral processing (wider TBW), as revealed in the ASD group’s diminished sensitivity 
for the audiovisual asynchrony when the visual led the audio. In specific, the ASD 
group was less sensitive than the TD group in perceiving the audiovisual asynchrony 
when the visual led the audio, but was as sensitive as the TD group in perceiving the 
audiovisual asynchrony when the audio led the visual. In addition, the two groups’ 
percentages of perceived asynchrony decreased when the SOAs reached certain val-
ues, i.e., when the audio led the visual by 240 ms for both groups, and when the 
visual led the audio by 360 ms for the ASD group and 240 ms for the TD group.

Association between the McGurk effect and perceived synchrony

We explored the association between the McGurk effect and the perceived syn-
chrony for audio-leading conditions and visual-leading conditions separately. First, 
we selected participants who participated in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 
(N = 20 in ASD group, N = 21 in TD group; see Table 1). The ASD group and the 
TD group were also matched on both IQ and age. Then, we classified all condi-
tions into audio-leading conditions (SOA < 0  ms) and visual-leading conditions 
(SOA ≥ 0 ms). We defined the condition with SOA equals to 0 ms (SOA = 0 ms) as 
visual-leading conditions because people first see mouth movements and then hear 
voice in this condition (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009). After that, we computed each 
participant’s mean percentage of trials with McGurk effect for the audio-leading 
conditions and for the visual-leading conditions separately. We also computed each 
participant’s mean percentage of trials perceived to be synchronous for audio-lead-
ing conditions and for visual-leading conditions separately. Finally, we calculated 
the correlation between the mean percentage of trials with McGurk effect and the 
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mean percentage of trials perceived to be synchronous for audio-leading conditions 
and for visual-leading conditions in each group.

Results showed that, for the ASD group, the correlation between the mean per-
centage of trials with McGurk effect and the mean percentage of trials perceived 
to be synchronous did not reach significance for either audio-leading conditions, 
r =  − 0.29, p = 0.22, or visual-leading conditions, r = 0.25, p = 0.29 (Fig.  5a, c). 
For the TD group, the correlation was not significant in audio-leading conditions, 
r =  − 0.13, p = 0.58, but it was significant in visual-leading conditions, r = 0.71, 
p < 0.001 (Fig.  5b, d). That is, the McGurk effect was enhanced as the perceived 
synchrony increased in the TD group when the visual led the audio but not when 
the audio led the visual. No such correlation was observed in the ASD group either 
when the audio led the visual or when the visual led the audio.

Fig. 5  The correlation between the mean percentage of trials with McGurk effect and the mean percent-
age of trials perceived as synchronous for the audio-leading conditions and the visual-leading conditions 
separately in the ASD group (a, c) and the TD group (b, d). The horizontal axes were the mean percent-
age of trials perceived as synchronous (perceived synchrony) across audio-leading conditions (a, b) or 
visual-leading conditions (c, d). The vertical axes were the mean percentage of trials with McGurk effect 
across audio-leading conditions (a, b) or visual-leading conditions (c, d)
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the present study has some limitations. One of them is that we did not compare the 
McGurk effect in Chinese-speaking children with that in English-speaking children 
directly in our experiments. For future work, we can further explore whether cul-
ture and native language backgrounds affect the McGurk effect in Chinese-speaking 
children.

It is also noteworthy that, after excluding children who did not show the McGurk 
effect (52 children with ASD and 21 TD children), the ASD group showed stronger 
audiovisual speech perception than the TD group for certain relatively long SOAs 
(SOA =  − 480 ms, SOA = 680 ms). This finding confirmed previous studies (Woyna-
roski et al., 2013), and suggested that the audiovisual speech perception in the ASD 
group was less influenced by relatively long SOAs than the TD group. That is, the 
ASD group was less sensitive to relatively long asynchrony between the audio and 
the visual than the TD group in audiovisual speech perception. This finding implied 
that children with ASD were less acute in perceiving the lags between the audio and 
the visual (i.e., less acute in temporal processing) compared with TD children.

Temporal processing deficits in ASD

The finding that the ASD group showed wider TBW (less acute temporal process-
ing) compared with the TD group was consistent with our hypothesis. We further 
found that the ASD group’s temporal processing (detection of the audiovisual asyn-
chrony) was less acute than the TD group for visual-leading stimuli, but was as acute 
as the TD group for audio-leading stimuli. The less acute temporal processing for 
visual-leading stimuli in the ASD group might be explained by their visual attention 
disengagement deficits (Sacrey et al., 2014). Visual attention disengagement deficits 
in children with ASD make them spend a longer time than TD children to disen-
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temporal processing in ASD by revealing that the ASD group was only impaired 
when the visual led the audio, but kept intact when the audio led the visual. The 
temporal processing deficits for visual-leading speech stimuli in children with ASD 
might have cascading influence on their language development. As also revealed 
in previous studies, temporal processing for speech stimuli in early life was corre-
lated with later language abilities. For example, detection of temporal changes at 
17 months predicted language comprehension at 4 years and word reading frequency 
at second grade (van Zuijen et al., 2012).

Relationship between audiovisual speech perception and temporal processing

We found that audiovisual speech perception (McGurk effect) was positively corre-
lated with temporal processing (perceived synchrony) when the visual led the audio 
in the TD group. This is possibly because the more a stimulus was perceived as syn-
chronous, the more the auditory and visual components in the stimulus were inte-
grated into a whole, and the stronger the McGurk effect. This positive correlation 
between McGurk effect and temporal processing was found only when the visual 
led the audio but not when the audio led the visual in the TD group. This might 
be because that the visual-leading conditions were similar to the natural situation, 
in which the mouth moved before the sound was heard, and that TD children have 
tuned to the natural situation (Vroomen & Keetels, 2010). Contrary to presumed 
reasoning, we failed to find that the audiovisual speech perception (McGurk effect) 
was linked with temporal processing (perceived synchrony) in the ASD group either 
when the visual led the audio or when the audio led the visual. Our data indicated 
that the correlation between audiovisual speech perception and temporal processing 
for visual-leading conditions may be contingent on the range of the temporal pro-
cessing abilities (within the normal range), such as seen in the TD group.

In previous studies, consistent with our finding in TD children, Stevenson et al. 
(2012) found that audiovisual speech perception (McGurk effect) was correlated 
with temporal processing for flashes and beeps in the visual-leading conditions 
but not in the audio-leading conditions in TD adults. However, contrary to our 
findings in children with ASD, Stevenson et  al. (2014) found that the strength 
of the McGurk effect was correlated with the acuity of the temporal process-
ing in adolescents with ASD. This discrepancy between Stevenson et al. (2014) 
and our own could be accounted for by different ages of the samples (averaged 
12-year-old adolescents in Stevenson et  al., 2014 vs. 6-year-old children in the 
present study). Compared with adolescents with ASD, children with ASD have 
more severe autistic symptoms, which might affect the development of their audi-
ovisual speech perception and temporal processing more seriously. The audio-
visual speech perception and temporal processing in children with ASD would 
have more severe deficits and might develop separately. Thus, no correlation 
would be found between them in the present study. However, adolescents with 
ASD received much more intervention and have less severe autistic symptoms, 
which might affect the development of audiovisual speech perception and tem-
poral processing to a less serious extent. Their temporal processing might affect 
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their audiovisual speech perception, and correlation between them became sig-
nificant in Stevenson et al. (2014). This lack of correlation between audiovisual 
speech perception and temporal processing in ASD could also be attributed to 
different experimental materials. In measuring temporal processing, Steven-
son et  al. (2014) used audiovisual matched stimuli, but the present study used 
the audiovisual mismatched stimuli (i.e., the McGurk stimuli). Individuals have 
more acute temporal processing for audiovisual mismatched stimuli than for 
audiovisual matched stimuli (van Wassenhove et  al., 2007). In future studies, 
we could further explore the relationship between audiovisual speech perception 
and temporal processing by recruiting children with ASD in different ages or by 
employing different experimental materials. Our findings of insignificant correla-
tion between audiovisual speech perception and temporal correlation in children 
with ASD implicates that the audiovisual speech perception deficits in children 
with ASD might not be solely explained by their temporal processing deficits for 
speech stimuli. In future studies, we could explore the mechanisms underlying the 
audiovisual speech perception deficits in children with ASD from other aspects, 
for example, the lip-reading deficits in children with ASD (Borowiak et al., 2018; 
Smith & Bennetto, 2007).

The present study also has some limitations. For example, stimuli across tri-
als were identical except for the SOAs between the auditory and the visual parts. 
These similar stimuli might potentially give rise to different repetition effects in 
children with ASD and TD children, which might influence the current results. 
In future studies, we could employ different stimuli across trials to control the 
repetition effects and further explore the relationship between audiovisual speech 
integration and temporal processing in children with and without ASD.

In summary, the present study revealed the audiovisual speech perception 
impairments (based on the population) and the temporal processing deficits in 
children with ASD. The present study further discovered that audiovisual speech 
perception was associated with temporal processing when the visual led the audio 
in TD children, but no correlation was found in children with ASD. Our finding 
in TD children implicated the possibility of promoting TD children’s audiovisual 
speech perception, and hence their language development, through temporal pro-
cessing training (Fujisaki et al., 2004). Our findings in TD children and children 
with ASD indicated that the correlation between audiovisual speech perception 
and temporal processing may be contingent on the range of temporal processing 
abilities. That is, audiovisual speech perception might be correlated with tempo-
ral processing only when temporal processing abilities are within a normal range, 
such as seen in the TD group. In future studies, we could first train temporal pro-
cessing in children with ASD into a normal range, and then explore the correla-
tion between their audiovisual speech perception and temporal processing (Noel 
et al., 2017).
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